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FOR ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We prove that M*p\ ~ Mp . This result is a stronger version of the

conjecture M*p\ D Mp which has been given by Komatsu in Ultradistributions

I, Structure theorems and a characterization (J. Fac. Sci. Univ. Tokyo Sect. IA

20 (1973), 25-105).

Let Mp be a sequence of positive numbers with M0 = 1, satisfying the

following two conditions :

(M.l)   M2<MP_XMP+X, p = l,2,...,

(M.3)   2XP+. Mk-X/Mk < HpMp/Mp+X, p = 1, 2, ... ,  for some 77 > 0.

We say that two sequences Mp and Np are equivalent and denote it by Mp ~

Np if there are constants A, B > 0, such that

APNP<MP<BPNP,       p=l,2,....

The above sequence Mp is used to define the various spaces of ultradifferen-

tiable functions and ultradistributions. These spaces are invariant under the

equivalence ' ~' (see Komatsu [1] for details).
The purpose of this note is to show that M*p\ ~ Mp which refines Theorems

11.5 and 11.8 in Komatsu [1]. Here

t" pHp
M* = sup-,, . ,    and   M*(t) = suplog -r^-.

"     ,>o expM*(7) w    P€S   6 Mp

Theorem. Let Mp be a sequence as above. Then

M*P~^t>       P = U2,....

Proof. Let mp = Mp/Mp-X and lp = p/mp + YJk>P vlmk ■ Then the sequence

lp decreases because Mp satisfies (M.l). Since Mp satisfies (M.3), there is a

constant A > 1 such that

rHL<L<rHL p=l   2
_              pA~ lp~   p  '        P     1'z'"v-
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Let np = plx /lp, tzo = 1, and Np — Y[pj=0 nj. Then Np is equivalent to Mp

and satisfies (M.l), (M.3). Moreover, the sequence Np/p\ also satisfies (M.l).

It follows from these facts and Gorny's theorem (Mandelbrojt [2]) that

Np tP
—r = sup-mr . . .
p\      t>tSexpN*(t)

On the other hand, the equivalence Np ~ Mp implies that Np/p\ ~ Mp/p\ and

there are constants A, B > 0 such that

N*(At)< M*(t) <N*(Bt),        t>0.

Thus,

{I)' Jf = 3 ^777) * S e^(7) - ^
7P f l\p N

^^e^N*W) = {A)   -pf>        peN-

Therefore, it follows that

which completes the proof.
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